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Henry Copeland Upholds
Campus Council Decision
' After a ten-da- y investigation and
" examination, Henry Copeland, inresponse to an appeal made to himby the men of Fifth Section, hasupheld Campus Council's --decision regarding the; ' Inter-Sectio- n
'Council's revocation of-th- e
Delt charter. --The President --announced hisT decision . on -
'- -' Monday, April 23, in a letter sent to
."Jim Dickson, president of the "'.
- section. Copies of the letter werealso sent to Mark Crayfon of ISC --
and Cindy Weiler of' Campus
: CounciL The letter read as follows: ' ,
"I have reviewed the appeal of
Fifth Section with regard to the
. of the . Inter-Sectio-n "Council." In ' "doing so, : I have
examined both the procedural as
well as the substantive aspects Of --
V.the "" 1-rasp -
With regard to substance, I have
verified the testimony that acts of
physical, abuse occurred which
LSc.G Judged to be contrary to its
, rules governing pledging.
: With, regard to procedures, Iagree with I.S.C. and Campus
. Council that, the I.S.C. has the
right to revoked Section's charter.
Sections are organized under the
jurisdiction ,of la --- LS.C,k p --k,ohas theu responsibility to
. determine whether or not a group
of individuals shall be considered aSection. Sections are . alsoaccountable to I.S.C. for rush,
pledging and initiation. Because of
the : general- - partem . of - theviolations, . because of - the
implications of the violations forRepresentativeJames JeffordsSpoke Monday
By Sarah Frey
S Congressman James Jeffords'spoke Monday at the College onfour , major - topics - involvingenvironmental 'concerns: the
nuclear ; problem,.,, resource'management; . our present
position, and what he labelled
'tough issues.." A republican and
native of Vermont, v Jeffords iscurrently -- chairman of the
Environmental Study Conference
and one of the founders of a group
urging solar heat as a solution to
. our present energy problem. .
In discussing the nuclear' problem and Three Mile Island
incident, Jeffords felt two things '' had to be considered before more
. work with nuclear power could bedone One was the question of
what to do with the nuclear waste
that the nuclear power plants put
'out. The other was his concern for :
the safety of nuclear power plants;
he felt more safety measuresshould .be - considered and
employed. Although he took a
general anti-nucle- ar stand Jeffords
realized the logic in continued
research in that area.. - , .. ' '
T Resource management is an
area of ecology that Jeffords --
believes has been very, poorly
--V 'cont'd, on pg. S'C '' r
the Section system as awhole, and '
because of threats of intimidation
directed against members of the
community, I.S.C." believed it
to address what it
considered to be the source of the
problem rather than to deal with ,
individual violations through the
Judicial Board. There is no definedprocedure in . the I.S.C.Constitution for the specific way in
which a charter should be grantedor : revoked, and I- - agree withCampus Council that- - in theabsence of stated guidelines I.S.C,' '
followed a course of action within"the scope of its responsibilities,
r. The motive of the I.S.C. as far as .
I have been able to determine was .
" cont'd- - on pg. 3 ' '.'"V ",v .Wagner StrivesFor An Identity
, by Manna Oesch - . '.
The coed program dorm myster-
iously known as "Wagner A
Question of Values" to the campus
in the fall, has started to take on ir
own identity according to direct t
Mary Lynn Pulley. Previously
single-se- x --dorm, .Wagner became
rthnl'and newest program-dor- m.
Given the challenge of developing
" a program on values from scratch" in- - the fall, Mary Lynn and the
student coordinators have pro-
gressed a long way from their first .efforts in the fal
' Without any established pattern
to follow, Wagner was free to --
design a program which would
facilitate interaction between peo-
ple and encourage the discussion
of values. During the first quarter --
the program divided residents into
nine small groups, each led by a
student coordinator from the dorm
and having various goals or tasks.
However, the purpose; of the"cont'd, on pg. 4 .
.
Copeland Rejects Co-e-d Plan
Clubs Lose Bid For Stevenson
- By Dianna Troyer
The uncertainty of housing for
clubs from year to year prompted
the presidents of Peanuts, EKOS,
4
JAMES JEFFORDS, Repub-
lican congressman from, Ver-mont. .- ' - - -
FOLK-ROC- K GUITARISTS Livingston Taylor (above) and Alex
Bevin are scheduled to appear in this year's second major SABsponsored concert. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
Culp7 Orehovec Move Offices From
Galpin To Severance"Art Building
By Louise Blum
No longer is Severance Art
Center devoted solely to art It is
now the site of the department of
publications, and is soon to house
both the registrar and the financial
aid department as well. This move
from " Galpin to Severance,
explained Bill Baird, vice-preside- nt
of academic affairs, is being taken
and ICC . to approach Dwight
Moore . last month to discusspossibilities for. permanentwomen's club housing. The most
interesting idea that emerged after
much brain storming was the
possibility of Peanuts, EKOS, andFourth Section occupying
Stevenson.
However, a stipulation of the
board of trustees is that all co-e- d
housing on' campus must , be
program oriented. Moore and ICC
agreed that community service
was a common interest of thegroups and could be the focus of
their programming.
The proposal for Stevenson to
be a co-e- d program house for
community service was then
submitted to President Copeland
for approval - After raising a
number of concerns, Copeland
rejected the proposal for next
year. His first concern dealt with
the "internal integrity', of the
program, whether every member;.
' - cont'd, on pg. 3
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primarily because the admissions
office is too crowded, and the need
for more space has become
unkjnorably evident.' As is its
general practice before making
any move, the College "explored a
large, number of possibilities'
before finally settling on this plan
as the proper course ofaction.
Before the actual transition
could be executed, it was
necessary for the College to first
find space in Severance and, as
there was none immediately
available, to then create it.
Because Severance was originally
"built and used as a gymnasium
before being given to the Art
Department, its characteristics
are . rather distinctive. The
ceramics studio rests upon acont'd, on pg. 5
SGA's All-Camp-us "Gripe" Provides
Setting for Criticism and Suggestion
McGaw Chapel will be the sight
for an "All Campus Gripe Session"
this Monday night at 8:15 P.M
Recognizing that the College has
recently undergone a period of
intense self examination, the SGA
is providing an opportunity for
observations, expectations, sugges-
tions, and concerns about our
campus to finally surface and be
heard by aTL The goal of such a
"gripe session" is three-fol- d accord-
ing to Greg Hook, the chairperson
of SGA's Social Affairs Committee.
First, it will provide an tmmedi- -
ate channel for someone to make
Livingston Taylor
And Alex Bevin
Perform May 5
A concert headed by Livingston
Taylor and underlined by special
guest Alex Bevan will be given at
the College on Saturday, May 5.
The concert is scheduled for 7
p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
Livingston Taylor is an artist
and entertainer of his own identity
and talent. His musical style is a
folk-jaz- z combination. The slim,
29-year-o- ld guitarist has, unlike his
brother, concentrated his careeron live concert touring rather thanon recording.
Alex Bevan, being a native of
Cleveland, is a familiar, popular
and welcome name to many in
these parts. Although the two
guitarists do not habitually
perform together, the same duo
did appear in concert in Wooster
. some years back. Their 'returnengagement is being sponsored by
the Student Activities Board. i
r Tickets for next week's concertare now on sale in Lowry Center.
The price is $3.00 for College of .
Wooster students, $4.00 (or
general admission advance sale
and $5.00 on the day of the
concert.'
. 'Congratulations to the Resident
- Assistant staff chosen for 1979-80- :
Keith Allen, Jim Beumler, Benny
Buckworth, Brad Culbert, Andy
Dixon, ' John Ferguson, Dennis
Finton, Oney Fitzpatrick, Alan
Gasser, Dave Guiley, Doug
Hendrickson, Kirt' KHIian, Mark
James, Bo Loeffler.Craig Lindsey,
Peter Murray, Tom Noble, Karl" Novak, Eric Price, Steve Ranson.
Jerry Rega, John . Rosenbluth,
Sam Steimel, Dale Swift, Jon
Vaughters; Brian Wadman, Matt
Weaver, - Ellen Bergantz, Beth
Binhammer, Michelle Campbell,
Cathy Dieckmann, Tracey Dils,
Bindy Dinan, Mary Edson, Tracy
Hancock, Margaret Howes, Lia
Henke, Sandy Hubler, Adrienne
Jackson, Karen McCartney,
Gaynelle McGary, Alison Swank,
Pam Troendly, Cindy Weiler,
Carolyn Troyer.
their concerns known. Here, Greg
stresses that campus leaders and
administrators have been invited to
the session. Second, in listening to
concerns raised by others, one will
be able to acquire a better
understanding of the problems and
issues faced by the campus. Third,
the format of the "Gripe Session"
will provide an . opportunity for
constructive suggestions for how to
approach the various issues raised.
The SGA hopes that all members
of the campus community will take
advantage of this unique oppor-
tunity and bring their concerns to
the Monday night session.
Page 2 - THE WOOSTER VOICE - April 27, 1979Hell Week InterruptionsPlague ICC Initiations
Dear Editor: ,
A recent Editorial complained of
the "helT that independents feel is
imposed upon them by campus
initiation activities. Club initiation
is a difficult time for both actives
- and pledges and this year it was
made more, difficult by various
interruptions from non-clu- b
members. The Clubs have no
separate living units where they
can schedule all of their initiation
activities; they are forced to have
their programs in dorm basements
and occasionally, outside.
Because the clubs did not have a
"place of their own" this year,
many independents felt it was heir
privilege to intrude upon several
organized events. Note the
following examples:
Three disguised persons
interrupted one club's inquisition
in the basement of a dormitory
(which had been reserved for use
by the club), and refused to leave
when asked to do so by the
president of the club. These
intruders not only delayed the
activity, but frightened manypledges. Similar incidents
occurred during sessions outside
the P.E.C., in Kauke Arch, and in
another dorm basement.
There were several thefts
during the initiation period. Pledge
Class banners were taken from
Lowry Center. Likewise, sixteen
Will We EverSociety Must
All applications for Judicial
Board, Faculty Committees,Trustee Committees, .and Poteditors are due on Friday, April 27.
Moriday, April 23, theGeneral "Assembly did fundrequests, allocating $1,929.17
from thek General Fund tovarious campus groups.
Don't forget! This Monday,
club sweatshirts were removed
from Compton basement. Eight of
the sweatshirts were returned
after an anonymous phone call tothe club's president on Friday
night .of Initiation Week. Another
sweatshirt was found in theshower of Second Section
(Armington), second floor.. The
other articles have not been
returned. (The Clubs - would
appreciate it if they were.
Throughout Initiation Week,
several pledges were physically
harrassed by non-clu- b members.
(It is important to note here that
physical abuse is a violation of the
ICC By-law- s for active club
members; in fact, each dub is
especially concerned about thephysical, well-bein- g of its future ,members.)
The Inter-Clu- b Council is
concerned about the interruptions
of Initiation activities. Theprograms are designed for ebb
pledges and -- actives only. The
intrusions cited above are not only
violations of the clubs' right to
privacy,, but are . also legal
infractions. If independents feel
compelled to participate in Club
Initiation activities they can --
make themselves useful and be
official observers.
Inter-Clu- b Council
Change?
It appears that every newly-discovere- d of developed energy source
is accompanied by some expensive, unhealthy or lethal side' effect
which questions the method's feasibility. Still, the people sit back,';
pray that scientists will come up with some wonderful solution before" it is too late. We continue to drive cars, heat and cool homes and
consume as many manufactured products that budgets allow.
Regardless of what scientists come, up with, their search for
alternative energy sources will be in vain if it is based on the
assumption that we must continue living as we dp now. When will we
realize that the solution depends not only on a new energy source, but
on a new social structure? . . - - .'.While it is crucial that alternative sources of energy be studied, it
seems that we have forgotten why the problem exists. We have
grown accustomed to a selfish, wasteful routine of living where
modern conveniences are expected, if not demanded. We no longer
live with a plethora of luxuries, but rather, necessities.
Congressman James Jeffords, in his Monday evening lecture; had
a primary concern with our "throw-away- " society. (Anyone who has
ever been to a MacDonakfs could understand the term.) While
Jeffords struggles for legislative measures to alter this energy-intens- e
society, we must realize that the problem is only peripherally political. .
Madison Avenue helped develop the "throw-ZNrav"Ameri- ca we know
and love and the people have supported and promoted it.: The
problem lies now in our hands, because it is in our habits.
The "throw-away- " society is fundamentally wasteful, but beyond
that, it teaches and breeds further extravagance. The affluence
represented by this college community is a choice example of
excessive consumption. Financially we may be able to afford towaste
as we do, but ethically we cannot. But then, who will voluntarily give
up our disposables, our 20-minu- te showers, our luxurious
necessities? WiQ it take $1.00 per gallon gasoline or a complete
absence of fuel before people learn they must not drive, or should not
have driven unnecessarily? Could we survive in a society that would
not allow extravagance? Could we ever five in anything except this
"throw-away- " habitat? It seems not... but what will we do when we .
must?
.
' . .. ' LV . -
SGA News Briefs
April 30, is the GRIPE.
SESSION, with a positive twist. It
is in McGaw Chapel at 8:15 p.m.
This is the chance for the entire
campus community, to come and
air their opinions and concerns
about Wooster, and get some
positive approaches to deal with
these concerns. Everyone is
. encouraged to attend. Please
A "CAR," CVV
RlPE THEM -- ' rJJill H FV A .
SGA Encourages
".Dear Editor, ; : '
There is a misconception on this
campus that S.G-- A. doesn't do
anything. In the past year S.GA
has funded .many non-chartere- cj.
organizations, -- held open forums
on curriculum and visitation and
sponsored'.' Trustee "Firesides."
We now have representatives on
trustee committees and next year
we will have 24-ho- ur visitation.
The present'- - S.GA. Cabinet is
' hard-workin- g . and , enthusiastic. .
Students can initiate change!
But with more student
participation S.GA. would have
even mdre power. Why don't you
Bipod Donors
Commended
Dear Editor, .
The Red Cross extends
thanks, and blessings to the 179people who donated blood onWednesday, April 18. Few
understand how vital blood
donations really are. Becauseof those who spent the tune to --help, 179 lives might have been1saved.' The Bloodmobiledepends solely upon donations
and is always grateful for every
pint. .
. Thank you again..
Mrs. Donald MacKenzie
Mrs. Donald Wise
The Red Cross, Wayne County
spread the word.
" Educational Affairs Committee
(EAC.) is reviewing faculty
evaluation and l.S. advisor
evaluation procedures. If you have
any suggestions contact any
member of E.A.C. or write box
3188. ..Applications for faculty
committees are due April 27. : . ?
Particioat
., take , the time to-g- et involved?
Organizations are always looking
for new members and new ideas, .
and S.G.A. is no exception. There ; .
is still time to apply for faculty.and
. trustee committees, judicial .boarcL -- mand pot editors. J r '".
At the very least let S.G.A.know what your concerns are. Aschairperson of Educational Affairs :
MTN.N6WS YTrauK
ion
Committee and Vice-Preside- nt of
S.G.A. I want to know what you're
thinking. Feel free to drop me' anote or give me a call with yoursuggestions or criticisms.
i Rfnkerb.-ratudsnf- c gpyziQment should be for all student
LeJ's make OUR voice heard!
Gretchen Johnson
Vice-Preside- nt, S.GA.
Campus Council Briefs
The following V Committee
assignments were made:
Hell Week: .John White, Dave
Guiley, Katie KnaU and Don Wise;Budget Committee: John
Plummer, Mark Lyte, Cindy
Weiler, Pat . Brown and David
Ward. . - , .
A special subcommittee was
set up " to investigate anrfe1evaluate the Code of AcadernRf '
integrity. .
The Budget Committee "is in
the process of preparing next --year's budget.. If you have any
should be spent,, contact David
Ward or Cindy Weiler. -- ;
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HOARDS OF SUNBATHERS appeared last week as studentsmigrated from dorm rooms to lawns in an attempt to takeadvantage of the spring weather. Photo by Greg Toman.
Wagner Hall's "Question of Values"
Is Point Of Student Controversy
cont'd, from pg. 1 ,
groups proved too nebulous.
The present system retains the
small group idea but has tried to
more clearly define their roles. The
purpose of the small groups is toopen up communication between
people by having discussion topics,
as weO as by Just getting together
for fun whether to cook or play
games as a group, explained Mary
Lynn. Coordinators for the groups
were trained in moral development
and how to be a discussion
facilitator according to Lucille
Tefchert, a senior FLA. 1n Wagner.
Although the groups had originally
planned to meet twice a month,
Mary Lynn pointed out mat the
success of each group depends
upon the coordinator and the
group members.
- Referring to this internal struc-
ture of the program, junior Dennis
Pershing remarks, "The part of the
program that is supposed to
involve all Wagner residents hasn't
succeeded mainly because all the
students aren't part of it My smallgroup has never met"
In addition, the program calls for
aD hall forums to be held every
month to afar grievances, bring the
larger dorm experience into per-
spective and just become acquain-
ted with other people. Dorm
programs open to the campus
have ranged from the values of
American Indians to death anddying. Mary Lynn commented thatthe programming has been in a
continual process of evolution
throughout the year.
Like any new program Wagner
found tt difficult at first to know
what its goals were and how it
wanted to attain them. Mary Lynn
and many of the Wagner residents
agree mat a strong diversity exists
in the students living there which 'can make this task more chaDeng--
ing. "We try and. play on the
positive aspect of this diversitylby
m
FREEMAN BLDG .
CORNER Of UBERTY AND
BUCKEYE
73
201 E UBERTY
getting people to come together
and talk about values in an open
manner,'' comments Mary Lynn.
This diversity accounts in part for
the wide range of programs
sponsored by Wagner, such as
"Bum Out and Stress" and
"genetic engineering". Freshman
Jeff Dandoy echoes this sentiment
saying, "Wagner fills a gap In the
programming on campus! We
have a lot of topics and speakers
mat don't faS into any other
category such as humanities, inter-
national relations or SGA"
The conflicts which have arisen
because of mis diversity of resi-
dents, have led to confrontations
between resident's values. Trying
to arrive at group solutions to these
problems is part of the whole
program according to Mary Lynn.
Voicing this same opinion Lucille
says, "The biggest value considera-
tion has been the understanding of
other's life-style- s."
Expanding on mis idea, junior
Bruce Englend says, "One of the
conflicts here has been between
the expectations, and values be-
tween men and women, because
men have been brought up in
previous years in louder dorms
and many male independents
don't have better housing options."
Mary Lynn added that the fact that
all the men's spaces in Wagner for
next year are filled and the
women's stifl has a few openings,
may alsobe in part a reflection of
the limited housing options avail-
able to men.
For some students the program
itself is secondary to me coed fcvingexperience. Sophomore Terry
Love expresses this opinion noting.The program is not as important '
as the atmosphere which has comeabout as a result of the people
living here There is a sense of
community and fun but it didn't '
cont'd, on pg. 5
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Courey Presents "Visual
A Conceptual Art Exhibition
By Diana Lutz
The art of Michael Courey,
currently on view in Lowry
Center, is as political as it is visual;
hence the title' of his exhibition:
"Visual- - Politics: A Narrative
. Portrayal of the College ofWooster." In his art, Courey
examines several controversial
issues on campus. His art posesquestions which challenge theviewer's assumptions andperceptions; it presents no fast
mdictments. As Courey himself
states, "My concern throughout
the production of mis exhibition
was to assume the role of the
social critic. The understandingof each piece is Emhed to the
viewer's knowledge of the visual
data presented, and my intention,
rather than to make direct
statements, is to challenge the
viewer to draw hisher own
conclusions in response to the
work."
Although Courey refers "to hisart as "Visual Politics," it might bemore commonly recognized as apolitical or social form ". ofConceptual Art." This icon-tempora- ry
art movement emergedduring the last decade and seeksto elevate the word or the idea
the concept to a level equal tothe traditionally visual emphasis ofart. Thus Courrs art, while it isindeed y'jually satisfying,becomes simultaneously a"Narrative Portrayal of theCollege of Wooster." Courey ,formulated his present ideas andapproaches to art while workmg inNew York under a Conceptualartist, Hans Haacke, in the faD of
1978.
The first niece in the show. The2TJLSLJBS2LliSL5?5
Wooster, the state of Ohio, and
finally the United States. The
effect is achieved through the use
of superimposed maps of each
area, corresponding in size toeach
one's relative importance. This
piece is a visual interpretation of -
President - Copelancfs inaugural
speech, A PtoceApart, an excerpt
from which is incorporated into
the ' piece itself: "A liberal
education is the work of a placeapart It requires a sheltered
The
Wooster ' 'Inn
"Near The College
on Wayne Ave."
Excellent
Iri Gourmet
Foods
For Reservations Call:
264-234- 1
Tues. thru Sun. 11:30 a.m. to
8 p.m.
CLOSED MONDAY
space, an enclave, within which
education can be pursued as free
from as much distraction as can bearranged." The subtle contain-
ment and cool treatment of thispiece allow for multipleinterpretations on the part of the
viewer.
The second piece is hardly
subtle, nor is it cool. Despite thesimple linear outline and formal
composition of The Last Supper,
the immediate recognition of the
faces of the College administrators
in place of Leonardo's Biblical
figures evokes an instantaneousresponse. Blasphemy, however, is
far from the artist's concern. AgainCourey has quoted from -- the
President's inaugural address in
which Copeland states, "... For
over a hundred years, the College
has produced servants of theChurch who have sought tointerpret the word for their time
and place. Wooster today is
voluntarily associated with the --Synod of the Covenant and should
continue to strive to work out the --implications of its religiousheritage for this age."
It is in the context of this mission
for the College that Copeland canfiguratively occupy the, seat ofChrist, and his administrators, theseats of the apostles. The result is
not harsh . criticism of any
individual portrayed; instead it isan entertaining game of identities
played by matching administrators 'with their pseudo-apostoB- c roles.
For example,. Dwight Moore,
Associate Dean of Students, isJudas (not as "the betrayer" per
se, but as the "apostle" with
phikwophical principles different
from those of Copeland); LeeCulp, Registrar, who has been atthe College for a great manyyears
Class Of 1917 Lecture Features
Composer John Harbison Of MTT
On Thursday, May 3rd, at 8:15
p.m. in Mateer Auditorium aSmembers ' of the Woostercommunity will have an
opportunity to hear a presentation
by one of the country's leading
young composers, John Harbisonof .MIT.' A gifted and versatile
musician, Harbison plays 'the
piano, viola, and valve trombone,,
and is extremely interested in jazzas weU .as "classical" forms of
music.
For a number of years Harbison
was 'the Music Director of the
Cantata Singers and Ensemble of
Boston. His works have received
wide recognition in the form ofnumerous recordings andperformances by Such dis-
tinguished musical organizations
as the New York Philomusica,
Boston. Musica - Viva, theSymphony Orchestras pf Boston,Oakland, Milwaukee, and .Portland, and the' prestkjjouV
Berkshire and Aspen Festivals.
Harbison has received major
Grace's Wine
Shoppa .
248 W, North Sfntet
2625CC5
Politics
is Feter, "the rock"; Dr. Viola
aranzman is donrt, tne lovingapostle, to whom everyone goes;
Ken Plusquellec, Dean of.
Students, is Doubting Thomas;
Finance and Business, isMatthew,
the tax ' collector. While it is
certainly 'amusing to identify the
administrators in mis way, on a,- i -- i imore serious level, ine actual roieof the College in relation to the
Church may be in question.
The third piece, A Question ofaah r tFAMSiavA ui a a :participation. Superficially, .
their hands with several color
samples (red, . orange, yellow,
green, blue, purple) to determine
the one which best approximatesttunr clem mtnrc Then thou xro in
write the number, that corre--
sponas to tneir names wrucn arefruind on a tvnol of enmnutor
printouts to the left of the color
samples. ; Periodically Courey
returns to replace the numbers
beside students' names with color
swatches to match the samples. In
this way the : piece formally
"grows." Visually, this piece is the
most attractive and exciting one in
the show.
In addition to the instructions on
the color sample panel is a quote
from Wittgenstein which expands
upon the question, "Can't we.
imagine certain people having a
different' geometry OPcoldur than
we do?", With this tn mind,' A
Question of Colour .extendsbeyond the absurdity of matching
one's skin with primary and
secondary colors to the artist's
assertion that there are many,
more colors among us than black
and white,,, and that anj color
cont'd, on pg-- 7 ; - : , ,
commissions from leadingfoundations ; including .a
commission from the National
Encbwment'for the Arts for a full-leng- th
opera, Winter's Tale, which
will have its premiereperformance
with the San Francisco Opera .
. Company in late August of thisyear. . 1 T" ..
Harbison's specialty' is the
musical setting of texts, both forsongs and opera. His work has
been prajsed -- as . "ait intensely
personal music, abundant and
economical, precise, . unsenti-
mental... Every measure is a
statement of authenticity: This is a
composer who knows whereof hespeaks."
The topic of his lecture, the
Class of 1917 Lecture for this year,
win be Setting the Text. Some
Recent Vocal Musk. Harbison's
presentation win be enhanced "by
taped examples from his own
work and that of other composers.
The lecture should appeal to ,
musicians, poets, and all lovers of
literature. By coincidence John.
Harbison follows in the footsteps
of his late father, EJ4. Harbisondistinguished' Reformation
historian at Princeton, - who
delivered . the" Class of 1917
Lecture in 1955. . C i
Full Moon To Shine On
"Women of the Classics''
'
. By Doug Pinkham
Mary BekUer was walking past
. McGaw Chapel one warm, spring
-- night, and saw the building
illuminated against the dark blue
sky. The structure looked more
like a modern-da- y Greek ruin than
a chapel. "It was at that moment,"
she says, . "that I decided toperform a Greek drama on the
roof of McGaw." .
After one-and-a-ha- lf years of
preparation, BekUer's vision will
become a reality " when she
presents "Trojan Women" in a
special 11 a.m. performance on
Thursday, May 10 and Friday,
May 11. In the time between her
initial idea of staging the play and
the actual performance, however,
BekUer has faced several unusual,and" sometimes serious,production problems.
William Craig, " the former
director of the College's theatre,
had once predicted that some day
. Greek drama would be presentedon McGaw Chapel, says BekUer,
"yet until now no one has used the
roof of trie building for any kind of
theatre." Her first problem, then,
was to obtain authorization to
perform her play outside at 11
p.m. on the chapel roof.
Most theatre majors present
their independent study programs
in Schooiroy Theatre, , at the
practical but somewhat mundane
time of 8:15 p.m. But BekUer had
other ideas; and eventually,
received the necessary permission
from the speech Department and
the Dean's Office to perform her
late-nig- ht show. . " - 'Gtvtc tfretlmeoTyTfte4perfdnriarice?'- - another' obvious""
problem in staging the production
was lighting, or, rather, the lack of
fighting. "Since we couldn't move
theatre fights onto the roof, well
rely on six torchlights, one flood
fight (positioned on top of Kauke
HallKand," of course,' the
brightness of the full moon." A full
moon?" A full moon? Is that a
coincidence? Not in the least.
In fact, the presence of a full
' moon is why BekUer chose May
10-1- 1 "for her . play. You see,according to meteorologist Mary
Bekfler, it hasn-'- t rained on the
night of a full moon in the last one--
.Pelt Decision
cont'd, from pg. 1
to end the Section's approach to
pledging, an approach which it
judged to be contrary to the LS.C.
rules and which it believed
jeopardized the Section system as
a whole.' You were unable to give
the I.S.C. assurances that another
approach to this problem would
work. It is the hope of those
" members of LS.C. with whom I
have talked that a reconstituted
5th Section will be rechartered in
1980.' '
If there is a desire to do this, I .
would be willing to assist Ihose
interested in bringing to thecampus two or three alumni of the
Section whom I believe could be of
assistance in reviewing its goals
and laying the necessary
groundwork for an application for
a new charter. I have discussed
this with alumni of the Section and
believe that there is a willingness to
be of assistance if there are menwho wish eventually to
reconstitute the Section. '
2K'" -- ; Hemy Copcland
and-a-ha- lf years. And only once-durin- g
that time has it rained the
night before a full moon.
. "People come up to me" all the
time and ask, 'What if it rains?,
and I tell them, 'It won't rain.' ".
Once in a while it rains the day of a
full moon, she concedes, "but by
10:00 or 11:00 p.m. the skyJs
always clear." In recent months
. BekUer has developed a following
of full-moo- n watchers, who share
in her optimism that "Trojan
Women"will not be performed in a
thunderstorm.
The play, a collection of scenes
from Greek dramas, depicts how
the lives of certain women are
affected by the Trojan War. Part
One, in which BekUer playsHecuba, Queen of Troy;
Cassandra, her daughter; and
Andromache, the wife of Hector;
reveals the ways in which each
woman deals with her fate at the
hands of the conquering Greeks.
In Part Two, Bekfler plays three
more roles, including- - Helen of
Troy, who claims that she is not
responsible for the tragedy of the
war.
The second half of the play, says
BekUer, "finalizes the myth, and
forces the - audience to decide
whether Helen is innocent, and
whether thousands of people have
died in vain."
Other members of the cast, who
also play multiple roles, are: Beth
Sandore, Karen McCartney, Mei
Mei Woo, Mimi Richmond, Hal
Hackett, and Greg Stolcis.
While limited bleacher seating --
will be available for theperformance, people areencouraged' td bring blankets for
"hillside seating... ; '
But don't bother bringing an
umbrella.
Navaho Trip inSpring Schedule
By Pat Sweeney
Next spring the Religion
Department will sponsor a Travel
Study ' Seminar to the ,Navaho
Reservation in Arizona. Eleven
students, along with Dr. Thomas
Raitt, will spend eight weeks at the
Reservation. . The seminar will be
divided into two four-wee- k phases,
the first of which will be spent at
the Navaho Community College
at Tsaile, Arizona. This two-yea- r
college was the first created,
financed, and run by an American
Indian tribe. The beautiful ten-millio- n
dollar campus, all done in
Navaho style architecture, will be
.used by students to audit courses
and take advantage of the
resource people who work at or
visit the college. The second four-wee- k
phase will be spent at the
large government and tribal --
center, at the community of
Chinle. Students will have an
opportunity to work in volunteer
teacher-aid- e positions at the large .federal government operated
school. Additional opportunities
for involvement with Navaho life
will be afforded at the Bureau of
Indian Affairs office, Public Health
clinic, Christian missions, and the
several trading posts. '
Dr. Raitt spent his summers
during 1956 and . 1957 -- as amissionary in the ' Navaho
Reservation. During his sabbatical
leave in California last year he did
research on --American . Indian
religions, - resulting in a new
- cont'd, on pg. 5
Wooster Students
to Participate in
Africa Program
ByTracey Dils
- Three Wooster students have
been selected to participate in the
Crossroads, Africa program this
summer.-- Judy Simmons, Beth
Shepherd and Sally Osborne will
be heading to Africa this summer
to assist African communities in
vital self-hel- p projects. Judy hopes
to be preparing an oral history, or
participating in an archaeological
dig while Sally and Beth hope to do
work in health related fields.
Among the projects available for
participants are agricultural
development, building schools,
clinical and medical services and
art and archaeology projects.
In order to participate in the
program, the individuals must
provide their own financial
backing. The cost to send a
participant to Crossroads is
$2,800. $1,100 is offered in
scholarship and the participant
must provide the remaining $1 ,700
herself. Simmons, Shepherd and
Osborne are appealing to the.community for help. FirstPresbyterian Church and
Westminste have both contri-
buted. The group is sponsoring a
workday for the community.
Students who wish to help with the
workday, including section and
club members who might want to
include this project as a service
project, are urged to contact Judy
Simmons at ext, 444. In addition,
on May 26, Appalachian Spring
wiU present a benefit square dance
and concert on top of McGaw tohelp send these worthy
participants on their way.
Raftus' Portrayal of Dickinson Was
Realistic, Insightful, Impressive
By Greg Stolcis
A successful one-woma- n show
requires an actress of consider-
able talent, one who can not only
master the incredible amount of
lines, but captures the subtleties
and nuances which make her
character believeable. The result
often is a fine imitation or portrayal
of a character. Cynthia Raftus'
production of William Luce's The
Belle 'of Amherst went one step
beyond. With a performance that
reached remarkable heights,
Raftus literally became the famed
reclusive poet Emily Dickinson.
She transformed the play into a
visit with Dickinson, touching on
her poetry, her complex personal
nature; and her reclusive life style,
with the combined effect being one
of total character mastery and
believeability.
Ms. Raftus traced forty-on- e
years of Dickinson's fife. Starting
with Emily as a small schoolgirl,
April 27, 1979 - THE WOOSTER VOICE - Page 3Life In Castro's CubaStudied by Rev. Stewart
This is the first in a series of
articles on Cuba by Rev. Cordon
Stewart, minister of WestminsterChurch, who recently spent two
weeks in Cuba as participant in a
theological consultation.
"You in the United States may
eat steak and ham, but you are
crying. I don't eat steak and ham,
but I am happy and at peace with
myself." So began a conversation
with a factory worker in Matanzas,
Cuba. Life in Cuba is not affluent
but neither is it desperate nor
hungry as in the rest of the
Caribbean and Latin America.
And that is . the power andattraction of the Cuban-revolution- .
: Before 1959 Cuba, an island
nation ninety miles south of our
Florida coast, was sharply divided
into a very clear class structure.
As in the rest of Latin America and
the Caribbean, Cubans were poor
or wealthy with little in between.
The majority of the population was
very poor and the country,
although politically independent
since 1903, was economically a
colony of the United States. It was
part of the neo-coloni- al reality of
political democracy and economic
servitude. In Havana alone reliable
sources estimate the number of
prostitutes before 1959 at over
70,000 - women who were forced
onto the street in order to put
bread on the tables of their families
because of unemployment. At the
same time, however, there were
the villas on . Veradero Beach
owned by North Americans and
wealthy Cuban elites and a tourist
trade which catered to the whim of
the upper class. Before the
revolution in 1959 Cuba was home
of the poor and vacation spot of
the rich. The Dupont family; for
example, owned a huge house oh
Veradero Beach which, although,
built during the depression
between 1928 and 1932, cost over
$600,000 to build and took over
100 servants to operate.
Ever since the .Castro
government announced that Cuba
would take a Marxist-Leninis- t
road to socialism, the United-State- s
has attempted to destroy
the Cuban project by an economic
blockade. Until Jimmy Carter
took office no . American was
the audience witnessedDickinson's personal and artistic
maturation, as Raftus vividly
brought forth Dickinson's struggle
with her domineering father, her
battle to publish her poetry, and
the development of her beautifully
simplistic philosophy of life. What
was even more impressive,
however, were the insights given
into Dickinson herself, as Ms.
Raftus revealed some of the
motivation behind Dickinson's
behavior, and allowed a more
complete, a more developed,
Emily Dickinson to emerge.
Although she is an experienced
Wooster thespian, The Belle ofAmherst is a change in roles for
Ms. Raftus, as she has played
mostly character roles in her
previous appearances. Ms. Raftus
is a senior speech major, and
studied with the Actor's Studio in
New York. She plans to go intotheatre professionally after
graduation. -
permitted to travel to Cuba. Since
we still have no business with
Cuba and do not recognize Cuba,
it is extremely difficult 'for U.S.
citizens to visit, even though now
legally possible. The blockade has
shut off Cuba from our trade, but it
has had an even' more serious
effect on us in the U.S. It has
successfully blockaded us from .
knowledge pf the Cuban situation,
leaving the power of information in
the hands of tfiose who have a
stake in seeing Cuba fail and who.
picture Cuba in the worst possible
light. The blockade has blockaded
us from Cuba, preventing us from
seeing the real successes ofCuban
socialism and, by the perpetuation
of myth and half-trut- h, confirming '
our deepest fears.
I spoke with workers at a state
dairy farm in the countryside who
compared their fives before and
after the revolution. Each mot net
and father was eager to have me
know that their children now have
education and are guaranteed a
job and that they all have free
medical care and good housing.
These are proud people who share
a set of values: the values of
inclusion and cooperation versusthose of exclusion andcompetition. One of the workers
at the dairy farm emphasized that
the dairy project does more than
produce milk. "Our first concern is
the development of the person, to
create the conditions worthy of
human dignity." Although their
food is rationed, all Cubans eat
and that in itself, for a society that
twenty years ago saw children
begging in the streets and women
hustling their bodies for bread, is
good reason to be, as the factory
worker said, "at peace with
myself."
Club Co-e-d Dorm
.Request Denied
cont'd, from pg. 1
of the section and dubs was truly
committed to the idea of being a
service organization for the
community.
Another key factor involved in
approving the proposal was the
effect of a time element on drafting
a strong program. Moore
explained, "The idea was brought
up so recently that there was little
time to declare - a clear cut
program. To make the program
work well, more time would be
needed to instill a greater amount
of communication and commit-
ment between the members of the
groups."
- A final factor, complicating
matters concerns the number of
students involved. Since the
combined total of members of the
two clubs and Fourth Section
would not fill Stevenson, a system
to take applications for the
remaining 20-2- 5 rooms which
would be occupied by indepen-
dents had to be developed. Again
Moore stressed that the time
element simply did not allow for a
system to be developed.
This idea of a co-e-d program
house for clubs and sections can
become a reality after next year.
Moore suggested that clubs who .
are interested in this type of idea
should spend time now and next
fall formulating a solid proposal
which members are definitely
.behind. This would show a clearcont'd, on pg. 6
if .2j
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Wooster Community Action FormedTo Coordinate Student Volunteers ,
Woostcr Community Action,
. the coordinating body of volunteer
opportunities on campus, has
. began to reorganize for the
coming year. W.CA consists of a
coordinating cabinet and is open
to all College ofWooster students.- W.CA.'s overall purpose is
threefold. First of all, to be a
. clearinghouse and centralize
volunteer opportunities so that
.
' people can direct questions and
inquiries about volunteer work-t- o
a group which is knowledgable
about resources. .It's secondfunction is to promote
- volunteerism. Along these fines, a
'. publicity campaign will kick off
. nextweek, sponsored by W.CA.
'. and in conjunction with National
Volunteer Week. The third aspect
s oniuni lnnort rti1-ra- i
--tsHt bfe:xhythvf Ahef lataeiicbi a t
. through the audience duringWednesday's convocation.
Photo by Amy Sancetta. -
i.56ld UF.-f- ; .oiop Schedules Spring
Navaho Program
, cont'd, from pg. 3 ""J our,' "American Indian Religionand Cultures," which he taught
last quarter. 'In addition Dr.t Raitihas given' several professional
. lectures onv American Indianreligion over the past year. He sees
'the main goal of the STS program
'.''"is to-pu- t Wooster' students in
. . .natural, ' unoffensive, and
.proaucirve learning- - settings m. t xi :" ' . , - t.. .wrucn mey m see wnat is like tofcie aNavaho. Our specific focus of
. oiuuy wui oe me oasn or rtavano
- values with Anglo values in' a
'-
- 'situation in which Acculturation
'. .J F: J: . . .'j M5i uKjenizanon are taxing
of W.CA. involves the training of
, volunteers. This is done through
the,-agen- cy .and also making
learning opportunities available for
volunteers on campus with other
volunteers. - The cabinet itself
works on volunteer skills and triesto organize opportunities for thecampus at large.
A new coordinating cabinet of
five has been selected to serve for
the next three quarters. They are:
CO-PRESIDEN- TS: Beth'
Steinel and Jeff Dandoy. Jeff is a
freshman from Grove City, PA.
He lives in Wagner and has
volunteer experience at Holmes
County Training Center and Boys'
Village. Beth isva freshman from
Millersburg. SheYias been active in
the current Cabinet and has had
cont d. from pg. 1
concrete-fille- d swimming pool,' and the culture studio occupies
what was formerly the site of a
basketball court. It was here, in
this culture studio, that the
College recognized its unimpeach-
able opportunity. Using the money
gleaned from a gift given the
school for the express purpose of
funding new construction, the
College proceeded to install a floor
within the- - two-stor- y studio, '
successfully separating the room
into two different floors. Although
the Art Center does not appear tobe overly enthused about having
the ceiling of their culture studio
thus de-elevate- d, registrar Lee
Culp has given his assurance that
the studio is really much better off,' as the new floor has succeeded in
eliminating what he termed the
"unused space up there, not doing
anything for anybody." As Culp
pointed" -- out, when the Art --Department first moved in, they
were told they would have to
"make room" in the future if the
building were needed for anything "
else. Unfortunately, the registrar .,
sighed, that stipulation has been
forgotten over the years. He is,
however,- - confident nonetheless' that there is "room for all of us,".-Th- e
space resulting from the .
vacating registrar's office is to be
allotted to Admissions, with the' .
rest of the ensuing space being
used to furnish ' offices for
associate deanKen Goings and for
Dean Holliday's secretary, neither
of whom had offices before.
." Culp's reaction to the proposal
was as follows: "I haven't been in
favor of this move." ; This is ?
primarily because everything theregistrar does involves the Deans,
the computer center, admissions'
. (with whom it shares the files), and
so on ad the offices positioned in
Galpin Hall. But he has resigned
Tiimself, concluding: "We wil
j;':;-S- --:;- - advertisement
; - '"" LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
" 1 wiB give no deadly medicine 6 anyone if asked, nor suggest uch counsel, and in Eke
: manner, I wifl not give a woman a pessary to produce abortion.- Oath of Hippocrates5 ABORTION FACTS
' "It was repulsive towatch five fetuses being packed in ice while still movingand trying
to breathe, then being rushed to a laboratory." Upon her request to be excused from
helping with such abortions, the was threatened with "being fired, harassment,
" intirrodation, restrictions in assigned duties," and finally quit her job.
- Testimony, Mrs. W. Pick, anaesthetist' Permsyiuania Abortion Commission
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835, WOOSTER, OHIO
264-528- 9
. orcaO
EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid -1372 MANSFIELD- - FREE Pregnancy Hodine
experience with Holmes Co.
--Training Center.
VICE PRESIDENT, COM-MITTE- E
RELATIONS: ChrisWhittlesey and Karen Evans. Bothare sophomores and have hadextensive experience withcommunity agencies. Chris is from
Baltimore, Maryland, and Karen is
from Easton, PA.
VICE PRESIDENT, PUBLI-CITY: Heather Murphy. Heatheris a freshman from Northfield,Ohio. She lives in Wagner and hashad experience ' at SmithviDe-Wester- n,
People-to-PeopI- e andBoys' Village. vIf you have any questions aboutW.CA andor volunteerism,please feel free to contact any ofthem. .
Culp, Orehovec Move Offices From
3 Galpin To Severance Art Building
function well over there."
Rod Williams, director of
Publications, has. also had to
resign himself. His comment was:
"The people I work with are in that
building... It was convenient to be
there." But, he continued, though
the space furnished him in
Severance is no greater than it was .
in Galpin, it is "arranged more
efficiently" in the former.
Baird is unconditionally
optimistic about the change. He
feels that the registrar will be"more . centrally located,"
admissions will have a sufficient
quantity of space that is both
"attractive and efficient," and the
financial aid department will be in
"a much better area... away from
traffic,"., giving . the parents of
prospective students more
privacy to discuss financial
matters. Hopefully this optimism
shall prove prophetic, and. thischange will result in an increase in
efficiency as well as in space.
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THE FLAMENCO DANCING DEMONSTRATION provided adelightful deviation from the usual convocation format: Aperformance in full costume in the evening followed Wednesdaymorning's demonstration. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
Wagner: The Evolution of Identify
cont'd, from pg. 4
With Wagner's identity of itself
slowly evolving throughout the
"year, the Wagner residents and
Mary Lynn feel that although the
internal programs have not been
come about by a lot of charters and
committees." Adds Thomas Dorri-cot- t,
a junior, "You shouldn't takea coed dorm and stuff a program
down its throat When you try andstructure it, it becomes too stuffy."
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
tJD ZOZO PnOFILEO(pronounced Mod Dog 2020)
'' V '
) 1
Latest Accomplishm tx
completely satisfactory, the entire
coed living experience and sense
of community within the dorm
Itself has been successful. Mary.
- Lynn hoped that the Interdorm
communication in Wagner be-
tween extremely diverse groups
and individuals would serve as a
model to other residence halls
trying to establish a strong sense of
community. .s
MoWoinlno. those upper middle don twndowfc
while keeping mtrtoo under VXXO
Quotes: 1 take pride In 'my obWty to auih student morale." '
TWDefcoWhofTT
" '" VCoslst One down, sbc to go.
Figuring out trie words fo "Beonie and & Jefs"
Vho b Al Von Vie. and why Is he saying these terrible things about me?
Pfodet He combines old fashioned vlewj with o modern day coftege. Contused, but
orwoys frying.
HIS Drinks MD 2020 - "H helps me remember my (rot doys."
1
Henry J. Copclcnd
Occupation: Oxnmondort
of the College of Wooster
nodes Sole Inhobitonr of "A
Ploce Apart" (with the excep-
tion of o certain Dean of Facuhy)
Age: Old enough to be out of
touch with reality
nobbles: Collects 'VETO"
stomps; rhetoric mingling with
students
Most Memorable Doolu
- StolMnQ the Wild Section
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Max Coots will be poet-in-residen- ce
at Westminster Church
from Apr!28 to May 1. Mr. Coots
has published numerous articles
and poetry in various journals,
including The Progressive, The
Student, America, and Marriage
and the Family. He has published
a book of meditative prose,
Seasons of the Self and is now
working on a collection of original
poetry soon to be published, View
from a Tree. " "
.Mr. Coots holds degrees from
Bucknell University (B.A.),
Columbia University (M.A.) and
Union Theological Seminary in
New York City (M. Div.), and was
awarded the honorary S.T.O. by
Starr King Theological Seminary
in 1978. He is minister of the
Unitarian-Universali- st Church in
Canton, New York (home of St.
Lawrence University) where hehas been active with students and
in community concerns (retarded
children, food cooperative, mental
health services, amnesty, draft
counselling, and .arbitration of a
. police contract).
Mr. Coots will '. read original
works in a poetry reading Sunday
evening at 7:30 in the Zeitgeist,downstairs . in Westminster.Church House, corner of College
and Pine. Monday afternoon he
wQI meet with Dr. Jefferson's class
from 2-- 4, reading poetry and
describing his own process of
writing... . v i " ". Sunday '.morning at 10:30 Mr.Coots will read poetry in place of asermon at Westminster's worship
in , McGaw, including works by.John. Updike, Langston Hughes,Gordon -- Parks and EdwinArlington Robinson. Special music
win "be provided by recorder,-orga- n
and guitar.
Mr. Coots will be available to ,
students who want to meet withhjm. Arrangements can be madeby calling Sue Watson, Church
House Secretary, at Extension 398or 399. - .
GREEN THUMB FLORAL
Corsoges for oil occasions
264011 1583 Madison Ave.
Ploza Beauty Center
tAt Unisex Hairsfyling
The latest styling for
both Guys Cr Gals, .
262-084- 1
1871 Beall Ave:
(located in lower level of College
Hills Shopping Center) -
9 o.m. - 5 p.m. Daily "
Tues. evening - men only
Qosed Wednesday -
Spend a Semester or Year in New York
as a Visiting Student at
Columbia University
School of General Studies
Over 1000 courses in the arts and sciences including rich offerings
in Oriental Studies, Geography, Geology. Humanities, Computer
Science, Writing. Asian. African, and Middle East Studies, and the
Arts
For a Catalogue and Further Information
'write or call the . - -
Visiting Student Advisor -
.Office of Admissions. School of General Studies
Columbia University. New York. N.Y. 10027 ....
Telephone (212) 280-222- 4 .
HELP SECURITY PREVENT
BICYCLE THEFTS!
Follow these few simpleprecautions: ' ' :
Always lock your bike! -
Use a lock with a 716" case
hardened shackle and a 38 thickcam alloy chain or a 12 cable.Permanently engrave your
social security number on the
frame of your bike! ".
Register your bike with "the --Security Department!
Check your bike frequently to
make sure it is still there! - -- ; ', Report any suspicious personsor activity to the ; SecurityDepartment at Ext 590!
Program Housing
Options Explored
cont'd, from pg. 3
sense of "internal integrity."
The options presented to' thePeanuts and EKOS will be block
housing in the new wings of
Holden or Holden Annex. If
members of the clubs express a --
desire to five as a unit and fill thespace proposed to them, perhaps
their housing will be stable from
year to year.; The dub members
will decide in approximately one
week if this proposition will be
accepted.
CPR Mini Course "
May 14th and 21st, -- 10 p.m.
Successful completion bf-'t-he 8-ho- ur
course will result in
certification" by the Red Cross.
Cost is $2.50 for materials. Sign-
ups are located across from Lowry
119. Registration is fimited.
Call Red Cross now
fora blood donerappointment "
COLD
Boor and Win
CKampagno
Soft Drinks and tea
dino'sdrive thru
Monday thru 'Thursday 11:00 a.m.-ll.-0- 0 p.m. --
- .' Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m.-l:0- 0 a.m. .
429 E Liberty . Wooster
No Need To Leove Your Cor
CITY
NEWS
S. Market
'
33-515- 1
Magazines
Greeting Cards J
Congrsan Speaks on
Vital Ecology Issues S
. cont'd, from pg. 1
.-
-
handled. An example he cited
involves the amount of agricultural
erosion that has occurred in the.U.S. Evidently, our - country's
topsofl has decreased from 30 to 6
inches in the two hundred years ofits. existence.' The other major
interest he had was with our"
"throw-away- " society. He seemedconcerned that man, and
'Americans in particular, waste so
much of the world's resources. A
step Jeffords suggested towards
solving this problem was to insist
on the recycling of cans and
bottles. -
Jeffords also discussed "tough
issues" involving ecology arid
government. The major issue
appears to be the present,
economic struggle in the U.S.
Research in problems involving
the energy . crisis and other
environmental concerns requires
money. With the present inflation :
problem money is too scarce to be
misused. Another issue Jeffords
mentioned involved international
Science SocietyAdds Members
- The society of Sigma Xi has
nominated the following persons --'
for the position of associate ;membership: , R.G. Rowan and "K.O. Lawrence of the - OhioAgricultural Research and
--Development Center, R. Amos
(Geology), Phillip Diller and Gail
Huston (Biology), H. Landis and -Jackie Zurcher (Chemistry) of theCollege of Wooster. ' - - .
, The first articles of constitution
of Sigma Xi 'give its-essent- ial
character- -
Section I: The name of this
: Society is Sigrna Xi, the Scientific
Research Society; its. motto,"Companions in Zealous
Research.
Section 2:, The object of this
Society is to encourage original
..investigation in science, pure and
applied. "
. The initiation wQI be conducted ...on May 24th. Dr. Harold G.
Cassidy," a former national
President of Sigma Xi and a-w-ell
known lecturer, will give a public
lecture on this date. His topic,
"The Intellectual Structure of the .College.", :- -
- Carryov -
PIZZA --
All Mod Kara
Ph. 262-044- 4
Newspapers
Smoke Shop'
r problems. The environmental
--movement has to be a world-wid- e
.. affair, however. Jeffords - has --
discovered that many govern-
ments resent the . U.S. for
suggesting they . do something
about a particular environmental
problem. : . -- -
Finally, ' Jeffords said that
"because of the shift in people's
views' during the past decade
; (from concerned to apathetic) the
: new environmentalist view has to --
be less radical and more practical.
- There must be a balance between
environmental needs and realism;
--r- the traditional sociological way of
life - and , the economical and
biological practicalities cannot be
Ignored. , ' . ' - -
Gospel Group
Is Applauded
- by AMY HAVENER
The Wooster Black Ensemble, a
group of approximately 25 gospel- -
. singing college students, received
a standing ovation "following.
their Easter concert.1 . . '..
, Accompanied by pianists
Vanessa Oliver and Adrienne
Jackson: Oney Fitzpatrick, bass;
and Maurice Jenoure, drums; theensemble, performance was
smooth : and ' rhythmic. Crisp
direction by Michelle TarVe'r and
assistants03 Kimber1ys'TTK5rRf3son
. -- and Dana Baker joined well
"'. executed choreography : for . a
professional performance.
- ."Jesus is the Answer," featuring
soloist Adrienne. Jackson, was a
particularly '; .dynamic selection.
Ms. Jackson involved the
audience r in" clappinj ?asV theswaying ensemble provided, background vocals. "The1 'Solid
Rock," an a cappella piece Was
also notable; in voice separation
and directiori."
The ensemble 'wffl' perform a
second concert Sunday, May 13 "
(Mother's Day) during Parents'
-- Weekend, in McGaw Chapel.
Campus and community are
invited to attend. :
-- BEALL AVE
- ECON-O-WAS- H "...
V (Ju1 North Ot thi Cotiagi '
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning t-4:- 1S
voniD-viD- - -- I
TRAVEL
I SERVICE
TAKES YOU ' t
I Tj- - I
PREFACE TO PERSON'S P.
-- 1 Often 'on ." 4he" : College of--
Woostei" campus we students find
J ourselves limited in our contacts
- with different lifestyles because of
-- T- o u r st u d ie s , Our "1 i v i n genvironment, or our ; own
" particular lifestyles and routines.
This" column is an attempt to
.create a greater awareness of the
variety of lifestyles, goals and ideas--,
of our fellow students. It is not a
: Z reward for a particularachievement on the part of the
individual. The selection of-.- .
persons for the column is based
. upon suggestions from various .
V students and my personal decision
- on whom I feel will - interest
readers Jf there is someone youwould like to see in this column
please tell the Voice. I hope that
this column will be as interesting
for you to read as it is for me to
write.
" Mark Pierson
.'-HO-
WARD LANDIS
One would think that a student
with a double major in Chemistry
and math- - as well as being a
computer science minor would
probably be a recluse hidden in an' I.Sf carrel having little contact with
the rest of the worlcLNot so with
Howard Landis, a senior from
.Norton, "Massachusetts. With all
the academic rigors of Woo he still '
;" has found time to take a quarter off
to go to Columbia as well as being
a starting.player for the Wooster,
. Rugby, team. ...'.'. When' Howard first arrived at'- Wooster he. began taking GhentttnMi'A'" hu.rrr:zr-rr-.- r: y .w- -declaration of major time he had
accumulated several credits in
both fields.. One week before he
had to declare, the faculty voted to
allow double majors at the college, '
Zr and he became the first student to
. declare a double major, at the
srjt' College, of Wooster. '
5s b i Jti f Howard's parents went
- to Wooster and were even married
; T '.jwhile theywere still students here. "
. What eventually prompted him to
come to Wooster was the
- efficiency . of the admissions
department. They were really
prompt in Howard's dealings with
them and he felt the literature on
trie College was really good.
Howard says he has spent his
time here at Wooster studying,
. Rugby, and laying
V around, (not ... particularly in
that order, he addsk Of his
,v favorite extra-curricul-ar activities,
; playing Rugby definitely has a high
priority. . , --
. ,He got involved in the dub at the
iCHINESfi RESTAURANT
Fine Chinese and
American cuisine -
Cony our cwolloble,
514 East Uberfy Street ;
Wooster, Ohio
Phone 262-295- 8
Howard
Landis
end of its second year and soon.
was a starting player. Howard feels
that "ifs more than a sport. It's
sort of a social event, and after
every game we have a party with
our opponents, getting drunk and
singing songs, so it's pretty hard to
hold any grudges against your
opponent. Rugby is somewhere .
between intramurals where you
have a laid back attitude and a
varsity sport where everything is
taken seriously.. We're all good
friends and on nearly the same
level in our ideas." In his first year
on the team Howard received the
Order of the Red Rose, an award
of general recognition voted upon
by the team and given to four
players. .
Howard chose to go to
Columbia because of an interest in
visiting another country. "For aJot
of programs it's cheaper to go off-camp- us
than it would be here at
Wooster. You can find just about
any place in the world you want to
go and find some way to go there."
. Bogota was one of his favorite
places. "It was the first city I had
spent a lot of time in, so I was able
to get used to the city and South
America at the same time." The
green Andes mountains were
another highlight of his trip.
What, were--, his reactions to
Columbia? "Besides the beggars,
even the poorest peasants seemed
to be happy. It was interesting to
see that you don't have to have
what Americans consider "the
minimum' to get by."
During his four years at Woo
Howard...has been. very- lucky inirespect to noustng, naying a singlehrthe entire time except for one year
and one Quarter. At present he
resides in Babcock, which he
really enjoys. There are two really
good aspects to Babcock. One is
that it is a nice building, with good
CORRECTION: The Voice i
knows as well as anyone that Leei
J i Culp is the Registrar and not thei
Director of Admissions as stated
in last, week's article entitled''"Arena Scheduling Now'Reinstated." Our apologies Mr.
, Culp! " : ;
Your Guide
rooms in a good' location.. The .
other is that there is more diversity
here than in any other dorm."
After graduation Howard will be
attending an off-camp- us master's
degree program with George
--Washington University. He will be
at NASALangley Research'
.institute doing work in material
science a type of engineering. .
On Wooster he says: "I got
more education than I could
expect or desire from any school.
It's there for the taking if you --
want it. People complain here
about things that really mean
nothing. When you complain you
focus yourself on the bad aspects,
and it's, much better to be
-- optimistic even if you might
become overly so."
In essence he
feels a lot of people "take an awful
lot for granted here that they
shouldn't." I think those are a few
words of good advice for the rest
of us.
Editor' note: Mark Pierson.
has recently returned from a year
spent in India. The Voice is
pleased in welcoming both Mark
and his column back to Wooster.
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Courev Presents "Visual Politics
A Conceptual Art Exhibit in Lowry
cont'd, from pg. 4
distinctions are ultimately as
meaningless as the distinctions
between orange, blue and green.
The fourth piece confronts the
College- - of . Wooster issue of
visitation. Two photos from the
" student march on Galpin Hall last
spring are enlarged and captioned
by contradictory statements from
President Copeland. The first is
again excerpted from his,
innaugural address: "We five in an
age of transition; , the forms and
values of our civilization are being
transformed; the questions of
what we ding' to and what we
discard are on the agenda. As
Wooster has responded creatively
in the past, so it wiH do in the future
and in ways that will make manyaspects of the institution
unrecognizable to us today: And
that n zs it should be." This
To A More
Beautiful, Radiant
Complexion
Complimentary makeovers
Complexion care instructions
MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC
STUDIO
located in the
RAMADAINN
264-920- 2
HOWARD LANDIS was the first Wooster student ever to declare
a double major (Chemistry and Math Geez!). With graduation
in sight, no wonder he's smiling!
endorsement of change - is
contrasted by Copeland's May
1978 letter in response to the
students' plea for an open
visitation policy, in which he asks
that "we commit ourselves to
making the present policy work."
Although this piece is technically
successful, in concept it is not as
provocative as some of Courey's
other work.' The last four pieces in the show
are Courey's comments on
attitudes toward art at Wooster.
The first two are Missing
Sculpture pieces: one documents
and portrays the history of a
Lincoln statue that has been on
campus and moved several times
since 1915; the other documents
Your complete
I featuring wovens, outerwear,
lingerie, swinnwear, and
more.
262-
Fabrics Unlimited
dcwnrcwn Woosfer or 147 L Liberty St.
99
and portrays a more moaern-sculptur- e,Untitled Landscape ,
which has been on campus since
1972. Due to acts of vandalism,
neither sculpture is currently
visible on campus; both are in
storage. All that remains visible
today are the pedestals on which
they once were mounted. While
the Missing Sculpture piece on
Lincoln demonstrates some
superb photography by Courey,
the formal ' composition and
treatment of the other piece is,
perhaps, the finest in the show.
A Question of Spatial Priorities
is Courey's most sarcastic and
antagonistic piece. It is a
reaction to the new addition of
cont'd, on pg. 8
sewing center
8307
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Courey
A Conceptual Art Exhibit in Lowry
cont'd, from pg. 7
administrative - offices inSeverance Art Studios. Not only isCourey concerned about the costof such an addition', asdemonstrated by the super-impositio- n
of the February 1979'letter announcing next year'stuition increase on the blueprint ofthe building's new additions, buthe is obviously disturbed by theadded number bf doors or "holes"in the gallery walls which break upthe exhibit on space. Courey
prominently circles and labels
National Lampoo
Inspires Curious
(CPS) As Lane Glaserremembers it: "Some guy stood upand yened fpod fight!' and aboutfive other guys started throwingfood with him." Thus, G laser, aUniversity of Tejcas-Austi- nstudent ' became involuntarilyembroiled in a recent food fight inan Austin Burger King. During themelee, which resulted in eight
n arrests, Glaser's suite-mat-e "evengot hit by a cheese Whopper.''G laser escaped with cleanclothes, but her story is only thelatest in the saga of the runawaycampus success of NationalLampoon's Animal House.
. Conege students not only want tosee Animal House (they've helped
it make over $17 miflion thus --far),they want to BE Animal House.Food fights, in short, are becoming ,very popular again.
It an started when Universal
''NIGHT :
1 8 AND OVER
FREE ADMISSION WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR VALID
COLLEGE I.D.
R
Dancing 9--2 . .
Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Sat.
Open for private parties on Thursday.
ED'B
ONRT. 30
V2 MILE EAST OF WOOSTER
V N
o
264-- 9 1 53
each, destructive imposition 'of adoorway: "Note door in gallery
wall... a permanent installation, ahole; resulting in, perhaps, anunintentional work of art;reflecting, perhaps, administrative'
Priorities.' His. concepts, ormessages in this piece -- are notnearly as interpretive as in some ofhis other pieces. In addition, thetwo seemingly unrelatedconsiderations (finances andspatial organization) tend to eludesimultaneous "understanding.Nevertheless, the piece is visually
n's Animal HouseCollege Mischief
Studios and National Lampoonput on a dozen promotional togaparties at various universities.Then other college unions took upthe idea, and threw their owncampus toga parties complete
- with unlimited beer, jeHo eatingcontests, and John Belushi look-ali- kecontests, all against thebackground of "Louis, Louie,",with unexpurgated lyrics. '
Although there seems to be anupsurge in Animal House-typ- e
behavior (Kent State officials, forexample, were compelled to warn .dorm residents that House-inspire- d
noises' and drinking
violations would result in dreaded"white slips"), the movie's mostpopular legacy appears to be thetraditional food fight. - -
At Texas A&M, a dining hallfood fight caused $900 in damages, 'anrl nrtmntiw4 W
sansiying and technically, ofinterest - .
: Courey's last piece in the
exhibition is The Merzbau, which
is by far the most expressive andeven the most affirmative work ondisplay. It is 'actually a photo- -
aocumenianon or anotner piecethat . developed spontaneously
OVer the nast four mnnthe inCniirpu'c ctiiHir m C0Mns-- A Aw
Building an assemfalaoe of.m Icrall-innAt!- . - -- . 11..
unrelated items . and elements
which have, in some way, to do iwith Wooster. For this reason TheMerzbau is a. "Wooster motif,"
". in the Dtece that the term. Morzcomes from Kurt Schwitters, anartist associated with the Dadamovement in the early twentiethcentury. Schwitters states, "The
meaning of the concept, Merz,
changes with the change in'insightof those who continue to workwith it." Courey's Merzbau is apiece produced by the collectiveefforts of those who haverAnvikiinJ 1 . l : 1 t
time. " Once again, ' the photo- -- U. -- 1 xl .yiapjiy ui me piece is impressive,and the composition makes sense.- The current exhibition in LowryCenter Represents MichaelCourey's Senior ' independentStudy in the Art Department. Tocompliment rthis'exhibition,Courey has on display a selectionof drawings v in rFreedlanderTheatre which also merit seriousattention. As drawings of the --human figure, they reveal the,artist's formal concerns with color,form and ' comoosition asthree feod service cmpteye;t-- :
. Eight students were exrie Lad fmm nlA -the board program, recounts foodservices director Ron Blatchely,but not before students beganasking for transfers to other diningfacilities. . .'So far, Blatchely says, food fightaction has. been contained, hiif- -
I ROCKVUXE, MARYLAND 20852
I I don't want to remain silrnt.Tell me what rise I can do. ,
1
RUNKDRIVEfCDEPTY"
hard-cor- e food fight devotees have '' I-- i
K-
-Z?? 1
found other ways to express nZSCCmilTnirSuFBiiocives. iww many can oe tJViC,.!seen engaging in imaginary food . Jngnts rn wnicn . tney pretend tothrow - food at ; each' other,
Mr
I Addrcn.
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BOB SCHMUCK and the rest ofhis teammates flew past Tiffin, 7-- 0.
Photo by Amy Sancetta.
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1 King Pitches First No-Hitt- er
I Scots Continue Banner Year
Pitching a no-hitt- er is a baseball
rarity. It's like shooting a hole-in-on- e.
Winning with the 60-- 1
longshot. Or scoring 100 on
your 8:00 a.m. exam. The odds are
against it
But Dave King beat the odds last
Friday against Tiffin. The sopho-
more faced only 28 batters en
route to an almost perfect game.
His teammates rallied behind him
and the Scots posted a 7-- 0 win. It
was King's third appearance as a
pitcher this year and his first start
He has already pitched nine
innings of no-h-it relief.
Only two batters kept King from
perfection. He walked Steve Mi-phe- Hi
leading off the second inning.
And in the eighth he experienced
his biggest scare. Tiffin catcher Joe
Ortiz drilled a hard grounder
toward shortstop Bob McFadden.
The ball took a bad bounce and
McFadden was forced to make a
hurried throw. The ball bounced
past the first baseman. Ortiz tried
for second base, but catcher Harry
Eberts backed up the play and
gunned down Ortiz at second. Mac
was charged with an error, but
King's no-hitt- er was alive.
The Scots scored all the runs
King needed in the first Bill Colvin
led off and singled. He scored on
Tim Basil one's base hit later in the
inning. Wooster's big inning was
the seventh. The Scots sent eight
men to the plate and four scored.
Wittenberg University may boast
about its champion football and
(questionable) basketball teams,
but Wooster left no doubts about
--who's-' 1 on the baseball field. The
PLAYER
CRAWFORD
Reichert .
Kelly
Swops -
VANDERBUSH
Griffith
Scheffd -
WOOSTER
Otter bein
Marietta
Scots traveled to Springfield and
skinned the Tigers, 6-- 0, 3-- 2, in a
double-heade- r -- Saturday.
The Scots scored twice in each
the first, third, and seventh Innings
to put the game away. Walt
Vanderbush and King had two
RBIs apiece to spur the Wooster
attack. Tim Kelly had a perfect 3
for 3 day and Mike Knox picked up
his fifth win and fourth complete
game with the shutout
Wittenberg showed grit in the
second game. The Scots were
tested for the first .time since
returning from Florida, winning a
squeaker, 3--2.
The Scots scored single runs in
the third and fourth innings to take
a 2-- 0 lead. But the Tigers tied It up
with two unearned runs in the
bottom of the fourth. Wooster took
a 3-- 2 lead when Colvin drove King
across with a base hit in the
seventh inning.
Centerfielder Russ Crawford
provided the defensive gem of the
year to help pitcher Vanderbush
nail down the Tigers in the bottom
of the frame. Vanderbush walked
the first batter. Crawford made a
running shoestring catch of the
next batter's stinging line drive. He
did a somersault at full tilt and
came up throwing. His throw to
first base doubled up the runner,
who thought the drive was a hit
Vanderbush retired one more and
the Scots had picked up victory
number 27.
Ohio Northern has taken its
lumps. The Scots thrashed the
Polar Bears, 17-2- , back on April
14. And Tuesday the Scots
OAC STRIKEOUT LEADERS
SCHOOL
WOOSTER
Heidelberg
Marietta
Otter bein
STRIKEOUTS
77
62
47
45
40
32
32
RBTs
30
29
22
22
19
17
16
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whipped 'em again, this time by a
6-- 0 count
Crawford came close to pitching
the second no-hitt- er in a week. He
' went IVi innings before pinchhitter Rod Burgei hit a two-o- ut
double. More amazing, Crawford
whiffed 18 Polar Bears! His league
leading count is now 77.
Crawford was providing mound
heroics, but Mike Knox was
puttingon a one man show at the
plate. Knox clubbed two homers
and knocked in five of the six runs.
His big blast was a three-ru- n shot in
the ninth. Knox now has 29 RBIs
- Just one short of league leadership
The Scots, now 29-1-- 1, play a
full schedule of baseball this
weekend. Ashland visits for a
. twin-M- i today at 530, and Oberttn
will roll in tomorrow for another
double-heade- r at 1O0. A sweep
would give the Scots 32 wins, the
most ever for a Scot baseball team.
Women Netters
Return Jo SceneWith Full Force
The woman's tennis team, who
had to cancel their first three
matches due to a van accident
involving the whole team, remains
undefeated after .natches, taking
Kenyon 5-- 3 on Apr. 19, and
Muskingum, 8-- 1 on Apr. 17.
At Kenyon, first singles Pam
Hampton pulled through, 7-- 5, 6-- 3.
With Nina Gordon still recovering
from the accident, Brooke Bashorc
moved Into the number two singles
spot After earning matchpolnt In
the third set at 5-- 4, she went on to
a tie breaker at 66, but lost 6-3- ,
thus losing 3-- 6, 6--2, 6--7.
Audi Wynn smashed her oppon-
ent 6--1, 6-- 2, and Barbara Gresens
struggled-t-o win her tie breaker In
the third set but was defeated, 6-2- ,
3-- 6, 6--7. Jard Oder took her match
6-3- , 6-- 4, and Angela Jones pushed
hard, but lost 5-- 7, 4-6- .
Number one doubles Hampton
and Wynn defeated their op-
ponents, 64, 64. Bashorc and
Gressens stole their match 6-- 1, 63.Number one doubles Hampton
and Wynn defeated their op-
ponents, 64, 64. Bashore and
Gressens stole their match 6--1, 6--3.
Oder and Jones were defeated, 7-- 5,
64.
In their first match against
Muskingum, Hampton began
things as she trimmed her oppon-
ent 6-- 3, 6--0. Bashore took her first
set 6-3- , stumbled at 2-- 5 in the
second set, but recovered to win
. the match with a.7-- 6 final set score.
Despite a sore right shoulder,
number three singles Wynn de-
feated her opponent 5-- 3, 6--2,
whileGressens won 6--2, 64, and
Jani Oder compiled the singles
sweep, 6-- 3, 6--1. Susan Sawyer was
unable to finish her match due to
nightfall
In doubles, number one Bashore
and Gressens won, 64, 7-- 5,
Hampton and Wynn, who moved
into the number one doubles spot
for the Kenyon match, defeated
their opponents, 6-2- , 6--1. Oder
and Sawyer, who had never
played together before took the
third match, 1-- 6, 6--3, 6-- 2.
"Pam Hampton played a spec-
tacular match,'' said head coach
Maria Sexton. "In fact all of the
girls recovered beautifully from the
accident The team really pushed
hard for e victory."
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DAVE KING earned honors for
Photo by Amy Sancetta.
KingNamed Co
Two members of the Ohio
Conference's Northern Division
co-leade- rs, Wooster's Dave King
and Heidelberg's Ron Linhart,
have been chosen asplayers of the
week in the OAC.
. King, a sophomore righthander
from Chardon, hurled a no-hitt- er
last week in leading the Fighting
Scots to a 7--0 victory over Tiffin.
. Dave struck out nine and walked
only one over nine innings as hekept his season's record
unblemished. He has worked 18
innings this year and has yet to
allow a hit or a run. -
Linhart, meanwhile, banged out
eight safeties in 14 trips to the plate
as the Student Princes won three
out of four games. The senior
Racketmen
This past weekend Wooster
hosted the Great Lakes Confer-
ence Association Tennis Tourna-
ment which, excluding Wtttenburg,
boasts the top five teams in the
OAC The Scots finished a dis-
couraging fifth behind Kenyon,
Ohio Wesleyan, Denison, and
Oberliri. The only bright spot for
the Scots was a strategically
brilliant doubles exhibition put on
by the doubles ' team J pf Paul
Wardlaw and John Thomas. They
beat the Denison pair 6-1- , "6-- 3
Tuesday the nermen proved
how deceiving the luck of the draw,
can be when, for the first time in six
years, they defeated the fourth
place finishers, Oberlin W in adual match. Andy Levinson started,
the winning off with' a 4--6, 6-- 4, 6--0
victory to up his record in OAC
play to 6-- 1. John Thomas repeated
his tournament victory over Ober-b- n
with a resounding 6-- 2, 6-- 0 win,
to raise his OAC record to 5-- 2.
Dave Wardlaw, completed the
Scots singles victories with a
devastating 6-- 0, 6--0 win.
- The Scots moved into the lead
with an awesome doubles display
presented by Andy Levinson and
Dale Former. They won with an
overpowering 6-- 4, 6-- 1 score. After
losing another match which knot-
ted the score, 4--4. all eyes turnedto the team of Paul --Wardlaw --and
John Thomas as they proceeded
Into the third set pf their deciding
match.. .Wardlaw and Thomascame through to the tune of 6--2,and the Scots had their third
-
hi no hitter game against Tiffin.
-Player ofWeek
shortstop from Findlay raised his
batting average to .512, tops in the .
conference, and also stole ten
bases to give him 24 on the year,
also first in the OAC, Ron also
showed some power, clubbing two
home runs and notching six RBTs.
Receiving special recognition
this week are Ohio Northern's
Scott Ingram (Warren) who
pitched a one-hitte- r in a 1-- 0 winover Kenyon, Bob Bigrigg
(Coshocton) of Muskingum who
shut out Ohio Wesleyan on twohits, Chuck Nachreiner(Pittsburgh, PA.) of Marietta who
went 8-1-3 for the week and JeffReichelderfer (Tarlton) of
Muskingum who was 9-2-0 with 6
RBrs.
Take Fifth
straight victory.
With the fine-u- p finally set, and
cases of mono and bad ankles (and
missed buses) hopefully behind
them, the nermen set their sights
on next month's championships
and hopefully the fulfillment of
pre --season expectations.
Softball Gains
Finds Big
By Cindy Force -
The College " of Wooster's
newest varsity sport, women's
Softball, is weQ under way as the
Scorties already post a 1-- 3 record.
Wooster opened its season last
Tuesdav. Aoril 18. with a 6--0 loss
to Lorain County Community
College. Lack of hitting and several
defensive errors were the major
problems for the Scottie ball club.
Wooster coach, Rick Martinez,
attributed the loss to "the first game
jitters.
Wooster split a double header
with Otterbein.on Saturday, win-
ning
.
the first game, 8--5, but losing
the second, 13-5- . The Scorties
began the first game with a six run
attack in the first inning. Woo
batted through the order, reaching
base on only two hits, but .
advancing on five Cardinal errors.
The team added their final two
runs In the seventh as Rose Mickey
led off with a home run. Judy
Miller tripled and then scored on a
sacrifice fly by Pat Buda.
In the second game, despite 14
hits and a home run by Mary
Levine, Wooster was handed its
second loss of the season. The
i . :
I
,
nan i i
SANDY STRATTON scored hat
by Jay Keller. ':
" r -
WILL PERFORM IN A
BENEFIT CONCERT
. . at , -- ..
VoflcBn Allege
Canton
Tuesday, May ZQ
8:00. p.m.
Walsh Phys. Ed. Confer
Tickets:
Mail Orders to:$8 now$7 at the door opwconci
Carrion Tick outlet: 2O20 Eyow 5MM Studant Cantor. QuHa'tMuatcOuonaot Hut. crton.owo447auQartuao' Muoie Storn, Strang Oaza Muolo
Varsity
Time Gets
Scorties were plagued by several
mental errors, hesitating to react on
defense, allowing Otterbein to
capture the win.. . .
On Tuesday, in a 5-- 0 shut out,,
the softball team suffered its third
loss of the season against the
University of Akron. Akron scored
one run in the first inning, added
three in the second, and one more
in the fourth. The Scorties threa-
tened to rally in the third' inning '
with the bases loaded and no outs.
The drive was halted when the"
next batter fined to the. third
baseman, who tagged the lead
runner for a double play. Akron's
left fielder snagged a long fly for
the third out Wooster failed to
score the remainder of the game.
Coach Martinez expressed
mixed feelings about the game.The defense was good. It con-
tinues to improve," he pointed out
"However we need to be more
aggressive with our hitting. We
'took ourselves out of the game
several times by failing to hit with
runners in scoring position."
After several years as a club
sport, gaining varsity recognition in
softball is a very important stride .
trick in win over Earlham.Photo
k' ' V:
a cusmncrJob.
Talk to Manpower! -We've got summer jobopportunities for temporary,
workers. In factories ware-houses, stores... indoors '
and outdoors.
Work as much as youwant. Or as little. It's upto you.There's a Manpower office
almost anywhere you're ' .spending the summer. Stop
in and we'll plan a jotschedule for you.
An equal opportunity employer.
Status;'
Rou cm
for women's athletics. The team is
trying to build from last year's
veterans and a number of talented
freshmen. Returning players in--.,
dude seniors Lisa Stedman, Karen
Welsel, and Trish Wilkinson,
juniors Pat Buda, Mary . Jane
Keyse, and Rose Mickley, and .
sophomores Eileen Abel, Amy
. Hoffman, and Mary Levine. Over-
all, the team is pleased with the .
improvements since last year.
The Scorties host . Ashland
College at 1CMX), on Saturday, at'
Schellin Field. .... '
Scottie Lacrosse
Splits Matches
'byKathyMajesJd
The College oLWooster wo-
men's lacrosse team spfita pair of "
matches, defeating, Earlham Col-
lege, . 9--7, in die - opener while
falling to Ball State University, 7-- 2,
in the nightcap.
- In - the first game - freshman
Sandy Stratton scored a hat trick
with three goals, while senior
'captain Carol Bowers scored goals
in the win. Despite the heroics of .
Earlham's Becky - Evans, v who
scored five of Earlham's seven;
goals, the Scorties never trailed in X '
the game which - upped their
season record to 3-1--1. ; .v -
In the finale, Wooster ran into a
depth-lade- n, extremely fast team in
Ball State, which proved just .too
much for Wooster. Bowers was the "
only Scottie able to score. rThe defesne was good in the
first ? s,-- butseCiJ3y In y the
second game where we fehv
holding Ball State .to seven goals . --
was '-- an - accomplishment'! said ' ;
coach Kathy : Fitzgerald. "Beth
Sperry had two good games in the
goal stopping 15 shots." , -
w.t
.'V
-- The key to having naoney.
later is with saving now. We
can help you with one ofour ,many savings plans. ' Let'your money grow so it canunlock tomorrow. "
First qf. Federal
Smrimff Sc'Lmmm Ammcimlimm
mf Wtfr .
. IBI2 C.letlamd Rd
2647812
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WOOSTER LACROSSE TEAM exhibits both grace and talent in the start of a season that promises
to be exciting. - .v "; ' .
A'
rtf."
-
REMEMBER:
7n rugby there are
no winners or losers...
ONLY SURVIVORS!
- j - - - 'Scot defense overpoweredopponents once again to boost t
Scots defeated Oberlin. onSaturday, 14--6. Photo by Amy
Sancetta. .j
n
their record too wins, 2 losses. --y j:
!
Scot Athletics:Winning on the ? ;
court an
V
3 "rV
V -
1 '
--- i
.... 4- -
WOOSTER RUNNER DIVES for first during last Friday's shutout '
game against Tiffin. The Scots went on to win 7-- 0. Photo by Amy
Sancetta. , ; " "'..'" ; . ' .' --"i'
A SCOTTYJETTER demonstrates the form and concentration required to retain the team's - -- ;
winning status. Photo by Greg Tonkm. . " -- . ." - r ..' :-- z 'y-.-'.-'- -'r '
' V ... ...
-- r
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MeetBut Show Bright Spots
' By Jim Wilkins "''
. y
"The College of Wooster trackteam found the going ' tough
. against two of the top teams in theOhio Conference as the Scots
finished last in a three-tea- m meetSaturday at Mount, Union. Ohio; Wcsleyan . and Mount Xjnion
shared first-plac- e. honors with 82points, while Wooster was a badlybeaten third with 17-point- s.
"It's certainly disappointing andperplexing considering we were;
looking forward so much "to thismeet," head coach Jim Bean said.
"We were missing some important
people, .but. not everyone had-performe- das weIT as we had
hoped-- " ,. 'v-- - ' .Out of action for theScotsbecause of injuries or illness wereKing Lewis, John Coda, Ron andDon Austin and Dave Dorinski, all
of. whom, would have helped the
WOOSTER TOOKTHE UPPER HAND both in form and in scone
, during last Saturday's game against Oberlin. Photo byGrepToman.
tS Bonus for first tirm
----- i- -
Open Mon.-S- at 7:30 AM - 4 evenings - M.t.W, A Th till 9 PMc Mcnange ai wron pnone
Scot cause. " '
One bright spot in the meet wasjunior Bo Loeffler's time of 50.35 intrie 440; whkhualified him for theOhio Conference championships.He finished second behjnd OhioWesleyan's' John Titus, who won
; in 49.5. - ' -
Wooster's only first place finishcame in the meet's only unscoredevent, the javelin, where seniorJeff Spate won for thethird time tothree outings . this "year- - with athrow of 166 and .Junior Todd Lamb was secondin the shot' with a 46-4- & and wassecond in the discus at 133. "Jim,Wilkins added a third.in the 3,000-- .meter steeplechase, in 9:55.4.The Scots added fourth place
finishes-- by Jeremy Dahl in the 880(2:01.5, Lou D'Angelo'in-th- e 440TMs (56.9),. Jim Jackspn in theJong jump .(20-7- ) and Tom:Marguette in the triplejump (42-3- )
donors with this ad
TtCG
376873 tor Information
: H;a if
... . r -
- ' i is f
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INTENT ON WINNING, Wooster's trackmen faced an unfortunate defeat in last Saturday's Ohio
Laxmen
Wooster's men's lacrosse 'team
boosted its record to 5-- 2 last
Saturday with a 14--6 win over
Oberlin College. .
With strong support from the
defense and some excellent team
offense, the Scots easily outscored
Oberlin in all but the third quarter.
Freshman Duncan Berry lead the
scoring attack with 5 goals and 2
assists. George Muller had 3 goals,
3 assists; John Pizzarrelli, 3 goals;
Dave Baldwin, 2 goals, 2 assists;
and Bill Beattie, 1 goal 1 assist. The
defense looked 'good as Glenn
Blumenthal, Ed Wierzbick, and
Golf Team LosesvPcnn State Hosts
The.-Colle-ae of Wooster oolftearrr traveled' to ' Legioner, Pa.,
Friday"and placed 10th in a field of
16 teams "at the Indiana Invita-
tional. ;
The match was won by the host
team, Indiana U., with an impres-
sive 388. Right behind was Cali-
fornia State of Pennsylvania (391),
followed by James Madison (398)
and Ohio Wesfeyan (405).
Bill Phillips of Indiana was top.
individual' with a 72 on the tough
course. . . . ;
Wooster -- had their share of
Wittotrt your help,
we cant aMord to win.:
Make check payable to;
j- - U.S. Olympic Committee,
i-- ' Box 1980-P- . Cathedral Sta.y Boston. A 021 18 -
s tarn contnbutioA is tm-aductt- W. : ,
fV:v..
V iAf if " y '
fIf
Bag Oberlin
Ron Decurzio shut down the
Oberlin attack with some fine
stickwork. Dave "Cobra" Scott andJay Ewart directed the 'defensefrom the nets.
Coach' Art Marangi was especial-l- y
impressed with defensive workput forth by the 4th midfield, which
is composed of Mike Riffie, Dave
Swift, and Pete Stamatis.
The Scots should be well rested
and. healed for this Saturday'sgame at Michigan State. Scott,
Baxter's inability to go 100 hasbeen sorely felt by the team, andhis recovery should bolster theteam s offense.
Invitational:- - 7Next Tournament
difficulty handling the course,,
recording a season high 445.
Freshman Mark Qavey carded an84 for low team score. Coach Bob
Nye commented on how much the
team's confidence ' was shaken
throughout the afternoon. The
team has been working very hard
in practice but just hasn't been ableto put it together In competitionv'yet
This weekend the Scots travel to
Sate Park, Pa., for one of the bigger '
tournaments of the season, the
Penn State Invitational.
Flair Travpl
Consultants
343E.D0VMANST.
FofYour
CofiwnlfiC9)
Just off ttwCoflsvV
Campus For ALL
Your Tnvol Inquiries
ntfNMds
CALL
264-650- 5
sohio -- FOREIGN ANO DOMESTIC CAR REPAIR' - . Oualifiad mechanic on duty all hours of the osy.
607 E. Bowman 264-53- 35 ' Open 6--10 Dally
'- , f . . S--0 Sunday
: .... ; V. .-:"- ""- tr.--r I
the College of Wooster Men'sVarsity Table Tennis team
defeated a strong Ohio Northern
team in Ada Saturday, 3-- 1.
Both doubles teams won easily,
while singles ace Steve Michaelson
edged out a victory in a great come
from behind effort.
Michaelson, a sophomore
transfer from Ohio State who is
known for his devastating serves,
lost the first game 21-1- 1. His timing
was off, but, after confering with
coachWalt Galvin, Stev e returned
to top form He won the second
game 21-- 8 and the Scots, who
needed Steve's victory to be
assured of winning the match, got
ready to celebrate.
The third game, however, was
more exciting than anyone
anticipated. Down 13-7- , : Steve
came back to win 10 straight
points, whereupon Carlson, of
ONU, tied the score at 17.
Michaelsong, a" combination of
and tenacity, won the last four .
points, however, and the Scots
rode home victorious, their record
now 1-- 0.
THE
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PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COMPLETE NEW GLAS3C3
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTIONSUNQLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
SC3EASTUZ3mr
